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purpose to notice the sustained interest in foreigr
policy—the fact that our kings were also Electors oi
Hanover was one cause and their marriages with
German princesses perhaps another. A sustained
interest in the army likewise distinguished the royal
house for many generations. George II was the last
king to command in person, but his younger son, the
Duke of Cumberland, and George IIFs second son,
the Duke of York (a great administrator), are memor-
able instances of this connection, of which the annual
Trooping of the Colour is a reminder of a very
Hanoverian type. But the outstanding feature is the
survival of political influence on the negative side: in
the early nineteenth century the Cabinet still required
the King's leave to introduce any contentious legisla-
tion. That this was no mere formality is shown by the
fall of Pitt in 1801, when George III refused to allow
Catholic Emancipation; the dismissal of the Grenville
ministry upon the same issue in 1807; and the impor-
tance of William IV's doubts and hesitations in the
story of the Reform Bill crisis. Lastly, we must add
the unpopularity which seemed then to be an attribute
of the Crown. George I was a complete stranger;
George II vain and slightly ridiculous; George III in
a reign of sixty years covered the whole gamut from
popular young hero to hated despot and thence to pitied
madman; and George IV and his brothers (though the
first-named at least was shrewder than the books often
suggest) were guilty of grave excesses to which their
debts, constituting a heavy drain on the public purse,
all too frequently drew attention.
^ The reign of Queen Victoria passed through several
distinct phases. From the outset her youth and
innocence gave the Court a dignity and an exemplary

